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2. Schmalzwald 

               

A cab deposited Hugo outside his fashionable Alexanderplatz apartment at 

2049. He scurried through the lobby, into the brass elevator and through his front 

door without a pause, dumping his coat and bag on the polished floorboards.  

‘Anna!’ he called out, tugging off his calfskin boots. ‘Remind me, which shirt 

is Antonia’s favourite?’ 

‘Good evening, Hugo,’ replied Anna. ‘The ice blue linen three-quarter sleeve 

Armani with the contrasting collar and cuffs always seems her first choice.’ She sat 

demure and expectant on the couch in her retro-conservative navy pinstripe suit, a 

leather-bound paper book resting on her knees.  

Hugo shuffled through to the kitchen for a bottle of water, checked the home 

irrigation system and requested a précis of the news: American agents had been 

caught trying to ship in to The Republic via the Gdansk Corporate Autonomous 

Zone resulting in a complex extradition case. The Islamic Protectorate had signed 

another trade pact with the North African Republic and was now a partner in the 

Gibraltar Tunnel project. There was the usual cheery news from the Saharan 

Reclamation and election results from China.  

He padded out onto the balcony, taking hits from his vaporiser. Anna was out 

there waiting for him, leaning against the elegant curling bronze of the railing. A 

mild wind rose up to ruffle his hair and clothes but Anna’s remained motionless. 

Her projection always lacked a certain density outside. 

‘Okay,’ he said. ‘I can see you’re anxious to talk. I don’t have long, so go 

ahead.’          
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‘Firstly,’ Anna said through the house speakers, ‘welcome home. I missed you 

today.’ She smiled bashfully, her chest heaving under the tight silk of her blouse. 

Hugo grunted in response, distracted by a distant police remote monitoring traffic. 

Anna was based on a coy blonde networker he had fancied at the first company he 

had worked at. It would have taken little effort to re-skin her but he couldn’t see the 

point. She was an excellent house with a variety of autonomous self-updating sub-

routines, but his physical interest in her had waned and a new skin wouldn’t Change 

that: They just weren’t compatible anymore.  

She tapped her pencil on the back of the book to get his attention.  

‘Yeah,’ he said blandly, ‘sorry I didn’t call. How full is my message box?’ 

Anna shook out her pale curls and opened the ledger. ‘Well, Hugo, there’s 

been thirty-six work related messages in the last three days that still need your 

attention, plus fourteen personal messages, of which ten are from Antonia.’ Anna, 

Hugo noted, made the syllables that comprised ‘Antonia’ sound like a nasty disease. 

He wondered when his house had started having opinions about his friends and why 

he hadn’t noticed before.   

    He finished the water and did up the bottle for composting. ‘Save the work 

stuff,’ he said, making his way toward the bathroom. ‘Delete the messages from 

Antonia and get the shower to the right temperature.’  

Anna was waiting for him, sitting on the edge of the generous antique tub. 

‘Max called,’ she said. ‘He was wondering why you weren’t in the office.’ 

‘If he calls again tell him I’m sick.’ 

  ‘But Hugo,’ Anna replied, ‘your biometrics report that you’re fine.’  

He shook his head. ‘I’m not fine, Anna,’ he said, shocked at his sudden 

bitterness. ‘I’m fucking sick of it all. Please leave me be for a while.’ She dutifully 
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winked out of existence, leaving him alone. He shucked out of his clothes, put his 

head under the pounding water and breathed in the steam. He didn’t want to think 

about Max, or work. He would do Euphorics tonight, get a little twisted and go 

home with Antonia. It would all be okay.   

 

He groomed and dressed, added a mist of Antonia’s favourite cologne, 

collected his overcoat from the floor and inserted his phodem bead. ‘Anna, call me a 

cab,’ he subvocalised as he reached for the door. ‘I’ll be back late.’ 

The door was locked. He frowned and tried the handle again. 

‘Hugo, I think we need to talk,’ Anna said, manifesting on the couch. Her 

sweetly modulated voice was full of gravity.  

‘Talk?’ he grunted. ‘Talk about what? Just contact Civil Services and get 

whatever it is fixed. Now open the door, I’m already late.’ 

She crossed the room and placed a hand on the door, staring him down. She 

seemed taller. That wasn’t right. 

‘We need to talk, Hugo. I know you’re going out with Antonia tonight.’  

‘Yes, Anna, I’m going out with Antonia,’ he said testily. ‘Because, despite the 

fact she’s a narcissistic pain in the arse that spends more money on clothes than 

some small nations spend on education and has her entire skin replaced every 

eighteen months or she feels ancient she’s still my girlfriend. Recently I have 

developed a nasty habit of letting her down, so I’m going to Etienne’s bum-sniffing 

and tail-wagging session at Schmalzwald to make her happy and prove I’m not a 

selfish arsehole. Now give me some space and open the door, please.’ He paused, 

frowning. ‘How do you know I’m going out with her tonight?’ 
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Anna reached out to touch him, stopping short as if suddenly remembering 

she was a hologram. Hugo flinched. ‘You’re so tense, darling,’ she said gently. 

‘What’s the matter? Is it the project review with Oscar tomorrow? Why don’t you 

put on your rig? I’ll give your shoulders a rub and you can tell me all about it.’ 

‘How do you know about tomorrow?’ he said. ‘I only just had the 

conversation! I haven’t even entered it in my diary. Are you spying on me?’ 

She put her perfect hand to her perfect forehead and began to sob. ‘Please 

don’t go out with her tonight,’ she said with dignified restraint. ‘Stay with me, 

Hugo. We haven’t spent any time together for so long... I feel like I don’t know you 

anymore. We’re growing apart. I need to see you, to talk to you. Please, I have to 

know we’re okay.’  

‘Anna,’ he said carefully, ‘please run a diagnostic before I shut you down and 

contact your helpdesk.’   

Anna howled like a wounded animal. ‘You selfish bastard!’ she raged through 

the house speakers. ‘Go on then, go out with your Spanish whore! Just don’t expect 

to me to be here when you get back!’ She composed herself with visible effort, 

wiping her eyes with the back of her hand and smearing mascara across her flawless 

cheeks. ‘We’ll talk later. I don’t want to see you right now.’  

Hugo stood paralysed by shock, his ears ringing. ‘She’s not Spanish,’ he 

mumbled. ‘She’s Bolivian.’ 

Anna vanished. 

He snatched at the door handle, impossibly grateful to find it unlocked, and 

bolted for the elevator before some crazy sci-fi apartment-locks-you-in-and-uses-

domestic-appliances-to-kill-you stuff started happening. It was hard, he thought as 

he scrambled into the back of a cab, to imagine how things could get worse. 
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He was three blocks from the club when his phodem chimed. 

‘Hey! Comrade Hugo! How’s tricks my friend?’  

‘Bruno! Hello mate!’ replied Hugo. Bruno was an expatriate Londoner like 

himself, and out of the Mitte Set was the closest Hugo had to a best friend. ‘Well?’ 

he continued. ‘How’re things at Science Labs?’ 

‘Yeah, good,’ Bruno replied breezily, ‘I received my new brief yesterday and 

got to go out shopping. Inception is my favourite bit. Like Yuletide.’ Bruno was a 

sound and music technician for a telepresence gaming platform, the poorer non-

immersive virtuality that Dreamstate engineers arrogantly derided as Pretending 

rather than Being. Max had tried to poach him for Edo twice but he wouldn’t budge. 

He would get lost at Edo but at Science Labs he was a star.  

‘Anyway, what are you doing out of your cell? Word is that you’re doing 

penance.’ 

‘I’m heading for Schmalzwald,’ Hugo replied. ‘Antonia is at Etienne’s 

networking social and I’d promised her I’d be arm candy for the night.’ 

There was a pause. ‘She knows you’re coming, yeah?’ Bruno asked.  

Hugo frowned. ‘Of course she does. Why?’ 

‘Well, I’m there now,’ he said, ‘and she’s convinced you’re going to be in the 

office all night. I called to gloat.’ 

Hugo grinned sheepishly. ‘Well, I’m in for a huge bollocking tomorrow but I 

figured work can come second for a Change.’ 

‘Ah, right. What are you up for tonight then? Fancy a wake before tomorrow’s 

funeral? This party is dull and I’ve got word of a far tastier option for us in 

Kreuzberg.’  

‘Can’t do, Bru,’ Hugo replied, running dry of fake bonhomie. ‘I promised.’ 
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There was a long pause. ‘Mate,’ said Bruno, ‘let’s meet someplace else, eh?’ 

‘I’m almost there,’ Hugo said. ‘I’ll find you inside.’ He disconnected the call 

as the cab whined to a halt in front of the gaudy club.  

Two beefy apes in tuxedos checked his biometrics and nodded him through 

huge brass doors where he was greeted by a hostess in a silk French Maid’s 

uniform. She politely and professionally hauled him out of his coat, pausing to give 

the rich garment an envious glance before hustling out of a side door.  

Muted booming came from ahead. Two intricate ebony doors set at the end of 

a red velour passageway shook in their frame with each thunderous bass note. 

Hugo’s body began to throb. He wanted to bolt, but the carpet clung to his boots 

like crimson weed. Freakish partygoers gambolled down the hall behind him, 

squealing with Euphoric-amplified excitement. They crashed over him in a wave of 

glitter and feathers and carried him through those black doors into hot red Babylon.  

Just as Berlin was the heart of The Republic, Schmalzwald was the 

scintillating jewel in the crown of Loungecore, its lofty claim to glory being the 

largest vintage glitterball in all of Europe. The place was heaving, rocking out 

beneath the looming bulk of the Disco Death Star. Aerial acrobats span and flipped 

above the dance floor trailing rippling tails made from rich silks and the plumage of 

mythical beasts. Topless cigarette girls wearing painted smiles strutted through the 

red gloom offering hits from vaporisers packaged in fashionably archaic cardboard 

cartons. Glitchy bass-heavy beats compressed Hugo’s lungs. 

The bar was crimson and chrome, lit in unforgiving white and staffed by 

uniformed men and women looking harassed, bored and deafened. He squeezed 

through the crowd and pounced for a space, ordering two beers by sign language 

and paying with a glance. 
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He weaved into the pulsing crowd, trying to catch a glimpse of people he 

knew. By the time he had reached the far side of the dance floor he was drenched in 

other people’s sweat, groped by two-dozen separate pairs of hands and missing a 

beer. He lurched out of the crush and tripped on the carpet, bumping into one of the 

cigarette girls and scattering a few of her packets. He kneeled to retrieve them, 

gathering an armful of the costly boxes and mouthing a silent apology. The beautiful 

girl stared down at him with hooded black eyes. Thank you, she mouthed as she 

restacked her wares and cast him an appraising glance. There was no mistaking the 

invitation in her smile, but before he could make any serious errors of judgement the 

heaving crowd dragged him under like a riptide and the girl slipped away with a 

luminous backwards glance.  

Hugo was spat out into the shadowy cast-iron cloisters that supported the 

mezzanine. He was bedraggled and confused, but fortunately his beer was intact for 

all its adventures. He swigged greedily and staggered away from the huge speaker 

gels that sheathed the pillars supporting the vaulted roof. He turned a corner into the 

corridor leading to the washrooms and leaned heavily on the wall: A young couple 

not six feet away had started fucking furiously in a replica twentieth century 

payphone booth. He tried to ignore them but couldn’t help glancing at the girl’s face 

pressed flat up against the engraved glass as she frigged herself with the antique 

Bakelite handset. He concentrated on his beer, very glad that he had his own 

phodem. 

‘Window shopping, Mr Bernstein?’ rumbled a cultured voice. ‘Isn’t that a 

little gauche for a sophisticate such as yourself?’    

Hugo span around, angry and embarrassed by his unintentional voyeurism. A 

huge man stood watching him, hands in the pockets of a rich dark suit. He had a 
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barrel chest, a thick waist and broad, heavy features, but girlish eyes and a delicate 

mouth. His shaven head shone gently as he tilted it to one side. 

Hugo stepped forward and narrowed his phodem transmission as their 

biofields intersected. ‘Listen, whoever-you-are,’ he said, ‘I’ve had my fill of 

unexpected encounters with smartarses today, so just leave me alone.’ 

   The giant laughed. ‘Such hostility!’ he said. ‘You know, when I was told that 

you wouldn’t be attending tonight’s soiree out of loyalty to your  workplace I was 

disappointed, I thought I had misjudged you.’ He smiled impishly, a peculiar 

expression on his hewn-granite face. ‘This ridiculous sideshow isn’t for you,’ he 

said conspiratorially, ‘and everyone around you already knows. They’re going to 

force you out like a splinter, Hugo.’  

‘Didier! You found him!’ Bruno bounded up behind the man and slapped him 

playfully on one massive muscular shoulder. He was clutching the remains of a jug 

of Edo Iced Tea, weaving drunk and wearing a Euphoric smile. His skinny brown 

arm was tight around the waist of a six-two Amazon of a woman with a feline face 

framed in red brown curls and a wide smile that combined lust and cruelty. She 

totally dwarfed him, even without the heels and hair. ‘Chloe, sweetheart,’ he said, 

‘you remember Hugo don’t you?’  

Chloe disengaged from Bruno, temporarily abandoning her struggle with a 

cocktail that consisted mostly of umbrella and tropical fruit to give Hugo a cursory 

inspection. ‘Certainly I do,’ she lied. ‘How are you, Hugo?’    

‘Hugo’s on the fast track at work,’ Bruno beamed. ‘You’re close to Alpha on 

your first major Dreamstate title, aren’t you mate?’ 
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‘Dreamstate? Really?’ purred Chloe, her attitude softening. Hugo watched her 

calculating his combined income and social clout, trying to decide if he was worth 

knowing after all.   

‘Bruno, where the hell have you been?’ Hugo bellowed in English, sidelining 

Chloe and dragging his friend into a hug. ‘Who the hell is this oversized dandy?’ 

‘This is Didier,’ Bruno replied in Europan. ‘He’s the one who put me on to the 

party in Kreuzberg, the party we should be making tracks to right now before we’re 

too late.’ 

‘Okay, his name is Didier,’ replied Hugo, ‘but who is he? He freaks me out.’ 

‘He’s a freelance something, an outside contractor for Etienne,’ replied Bruno. 

‘Anyway, he’s hooked up with a fantastic pharmacopoeia. Ask him nicely and he 

might let you have something.’ 

‘You took drugs you didn’t recognize from an absolute stranger?’ hissed 

Hugo. 

Bruno laughed, rocked back on his heels and reached for Chloe. ‘No mate,’ he 

said, squeezing her backside, ‘I haven’t taken them yet. Didier was handing out 

capsules of this stuff called Amen like penny sweets, so I saved a couple for us to do 

later because it looks wicked!’    

Chloe squeezed between Bruno and Hugo, battling both gravity and her 

precarious heels. ‘Hey there!’ she butted in sulkily. ‘What are you two subvocalising 

about? I’m not just an ornament y’know!’ She hitched up the top of her bodice 

before her left breast could escape any further. 

‘Aw, baby!’ cooed Bruno, reaching up to run his hand down Chloe’s bare 

back, ‘No need to feel left out, come here.’ Mollified, she slipped her hand round 

each of their waists, luxuriating in the close press of two warm bodies. She was 
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flushed and jittery. Her hips rolled sensuously under sheer midnight blue silk. Bruno 

may not have done any of Didier’s drugs but Chloe certainly had.  

‘Now, about that party,’ said Bruno, grinning at Chloe’s cleavage and winking 

at Hugo. 

‘I suppose you’ll be looking for your friend, Antonia?’ interrupted Didier. 

Hugo looked up at his creased eyes and odd little smile.  

‘Yeah,’ muttered Hugo. ‘That’s right.’ He took a swig from his beer. 

    ‘They’re all above on the mezzanine.’ said Didier, gesturing toward a 

sweeping cast iron staircase silhouetted in the arterial gloom. ‘Shall we?’  

‘Lead on,’ said Hugo, ‘it’s why I’m here.’  

 Chloe swallowed hard and turned her face to nuzzle Hugo’s cheek, rubbing at 

the hot sweat that covered her breasts and long neck with an eager hand. The 

moronic ecstasy that crossed her face chilled him. Bruno was frowning, his 

expression furtive.  

They made their way up the shallow curving stairs to the mezzanine, picking 

their way through the asymmetrical booths that overlooked the fractal madness of 

the dance floor. Syrupy red light gathered in drifts, punctuated by dull blue lamps 

set into ornate black iron tables. Chloe ground herself against Hugo’s hip and 

muttered guttural nonsense in his ear. 

‘Didier, darling!’ blurted his phodem. ‘You found our black sheep! All reports 

said he wasn’t coming!’ Etienne swung into view, gathering Hugo up in a sloth-like 

embrace. The mantis-like networking specialist was wearing an oily smile, a pastel 

blue suit, and had every hair on his body warped a stiff looking platinum blonde for 

the occasion. He reached out languidly, taking Chloe’s hand and twirling her like a 
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ballroom partner. She smiled at him with the faux-demure look she cultivated for 

attached men. Her tits where falling out again.     

Etienne returned his attention to Hugo. ‘I’m so proud you chose to come 

tonight,’ he gushed, pausing to shiver and do the disturbing eye-rolling thing. He 

gripped Hugo’s arm. ‘I’m humbled that you put me before your vital work, because 

this is the place you belong, beside me, you young Thor! You chiselled Siegfried!’  

‘Yeah, thanks,’ replied Hugo, grinning politely and trying to peer past 

Etienne’s shoulder. Chloe had started to shiver delicately and massage the back of 

her neck with hard, even strokes like she had something else in mind.  

‘My darlings,’ purred Etienne. ‘Come and join the party. I’ll do a little 

introduction so you all feel at home with each other.’ He gripped Hugo’s hand and 

attempted to drag him into the gloom. ‘I have some tasty friends you’ll want to 

meet.’ 

‘Actually mate,’ said Hugo pulling Etienne to a halt, ‘I’m hoping you’ll take 

me to Antonia.’  

Etienne face was suddenly vapid. ‘Why?’ he asked. Bruno sighed. 

‘Because she’s my girlfriend and I promised I’d be here for her.’ 

‘But she’s with Karl,’ replied Etienne, a slight frown creasing his smooth 

brow. ‘You’re not here for me?’ He looked disappointed.  

Hugo pushed past the disconsolate Etienne with Chloe and Bruno stumbling 

along in tow. He searched the booths, declining offers of drinks and lines of 

cocaine, leaving them for Chloe to gorge on in his wake.  

Antonia was leaning against the arching ironwork of a pillar and engaged in a 

very intimate looking conversation with a big tanned guy, one hand on his jutting 

hip, the other stroking his crisp jaw. She wore the snug blood red dress she and 
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Hugo had bought in Milano. Her dark skin shone with powdered crystals. Her ebony 

hair bobbed around her face in silky spirals. 

‘Tony, sweetest!’ squealed Chloe, barging past Hugo.  

‘Tony is a boy’s name, angel,’ replied Antonia as they embraced. ‘I’m not a 

boy.’ 

Hugo tapped Antonia on her bare shoulder with his beer bottle, his guts cold 

and knotted like wet rope. She turned to him with a practised smile. ‘Hugo, I wasn’t 

expecting you here tonight,’ she said. 

‘Who’s this?’ he asked bleakly, nodding at Catwalk Boy. 

‘This,’ she said, with a lusty grin, ‘is Karl, a friend of Etienne.’ Karl nodded 

mindlessly and extended his hand to shake. Hugo accepted it reluctantly, looking for 

signs of life in his bland green eyes. The big man had a grip like a car crusher. 

‘Antonia, what’s going on?’ subvocalised Hugo, direct-transmitting.  

‘What’s going on,’ replied Antonia, speaking aloud, ‘is that once I’ve spoken 

to Paloma and Angelique about the Serbian accounts Karl will take me home and 

fuck me.’ She laid a gentle hand on his hairless, sculpted, melanin-enhanced arm.   

  

Hugo blinked stupidly, his mouth flapping like a beached fish. 

‘Oh he’s gorgeous!’ exclaimed Chloe, stroking Karl’s broad chest. Bruno 

scowled at her. Karl grinned. 

‘Isn’t that my role?’ Hugo asked Antonia. 

‘Until 2008 today, yes,’ she said dismissively. ‘Didn’t you get the message I 

left with your house? I’ve grown increasingly tired of being second best to your 

work, Hugo. I need to feel appreciated again. Karl fulfils me.’ 
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‘My commitment to work is one of the things you like about me!’ he 

exclaimed. ‘You told me you wanted someone driven to excel!’   

‘Oh, don’t bring up ancient history,’ Antonia replied wearily.  

‘We had that conversation in February!’ he spluttered.  

‘That was literally weeks ago,’ said Antonia. ‘I’m sorry, bebe; I don’t feel our 

relationship has a future. There’s just no… goal congruence.’ She turned her back 

on him pointedly, kissed Chloe and pawed eagerly at Karl, who looked very pleased 

with himself. 

  

Hugo shambled across the mezzanine followed by a contrite Bruno. ‘I’m sorry 

you had to see that,’ he said. ‘But if it makes you feel any better it looks like your 

new ex is shagging my date as well.’ 

‘Why didn’t you tell me, Bru?’ choked Hugo. ‘You knew, right?’ 

‘Mate,’ said Bruno gently. ‘You might be happier if you let this go.’ 

‘I’m serious, Bruno! Is it the drugs? What have they taken?’  

Bruno grabbed an empty glass from a table, shook out the ice and filled it 

from his jug. ‘Drink,’ he said. Hugo took it and gulped the sweet cocktail down. 

‘Sit.’ They found an empty booth and sat, watching the spectacle on the dance floor.  

‘I may well have ruined my career to be here tonight,’ muttered Hugo bleakly. 

‘Y’know,’ said Bruno warily, ‘you might have seen this coming if you paid a 

bit more attention to what’s going on in your life.’ 

‘What?’ Hugo blurted. 

‘Fuck it!’ said Bruno. ‘Let’s go to Kreuzberg. Let’s just go!’ 

‘Have you seen what you needed to see, Mister Bernstein?’ rumbled Didier. 

He loomed over them, hands on their shoulders, his titanic face lit by the stuttering 
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magnesium-white lightshow that crackled in the rafters of the club like a summer 

storm. ‘It couldn’t have been pleasant.’ His voice was cool and hard. Bruno shrank 

into the couch. ‘I couldn’t help but overhear your plans,’ he continued courteously. 

‘I have business in Kreuzberg this evening. May I offer you a ride?’  

Hugo stared up at the giant’s impassive face. ‘Yes,’ he said finally. ‘Thank 

you Didier.’     

‘Good. Come.’ He led them down the steps and into the anarchy of the dance 

floor, driving through the crowd like the prow of a ship. They reached the entrance 

where Didier politely opened the black doors for Bruno, and then turned back to 

Hugo with a twisted little smile on his lips. ‘Shall we go and find the evening that 

you should have had, Mister Bernstein?’ he asked.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


